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Grand Designs 
Gill Clough has been building 
a dream house and has 
made a dream house for 
bats 

 
One day, several years ago now, we 

hit upon an idea of building our own 

house. It seemed quite sensible at the 

time. We’d been trying to find a nice 

house and couldn’t find anything we 

liked, so self-build seemed the 

obvious choice. I’d always been a fan 

of Grand Designs, so how hard could 

it be? The answer is, not hard, but 

certainly more difficult than we 

expected.  

 

Finding a suitable plot was the first 

challenge. Getting planning 

permission to use agricultural land 

for building is problematic for 

individuals, though it seems to be 

easy for big building corporations. 

Instead, we started looking for a 

rundown dwelling or building that 

we could demolish and replace. This 

approach is much more successful 

with the planners. Having found a 

suitable bungalow, we set about 

getting drawings done and applying 

for planning permission. The process 

of applying for planning permission 

is relatively straightforward, 

however with all demolitions, you 

have to have environmental surveys. 

These include a bat survey. 

 

The building plot is in a wood, so as 

expected we had bats in the loft. 

There were traces of bat poo which 

we had analysed and turned out to 

be brown long-eared bat poo. We 

had three bat surveys over a period 

of 3 weeks and we spotted one BLEB 

and saw pips emerging from several 

points in the house. 

 

Planning permission was duly 

granted, but one of the conditions 

was the provision of suitable bat 

mitigation measures. As one of the 

species detected was a BLEB, we 

needed to provide something big 

enough for them to fly around in as 

we were told that their preference 

was for barns or long loft spaces. The 

house style we had chosen was a 

timber-framed German design where 

the whole of what would usually be 

a loft is incorporated into the living 

space. This meant that once we had 

demolished the old house, there 

would be no roost available in the 

new house. Often, in such cases, a 

roof space, such as a garage loft 

space, is designated for bat use, 

however the garage design was flat-

roofed – no bat residence was 

possible there. Our only choice was 

to build a free standing bat house in 

the garden that was big enough for a 

BLEB to fly around in – 5m by 3m. 

 

The first challenge was to get a plan 

for a bat house. Our architects had no 

idea what a bat house should look 

like, and drew on the plans 

something that looked like a low 5m 

by 3m garden shed with no 

windows. Looking at this, I couldn’t 

see how it would be at all attractive 

to BLEBs as the roof was quite near 

to the ground, so I set about finding 

plans for a bat house on stilts, 

effectively a freestanding bat loft.  

 

Having sourced some drawings, 

finding somebody to build the 

structure was the next problem. Most 

carpenters didn’t want to touch the 

project. It took months to locate a 

firm who had built several bat lofts 

before and engage them. The cost 

was horrendously high – over £10K, 

but we had to have a bat house that 

would do the job, and this team had 

a track record of producing bat 

houses that had all the facilities that 

today’s modern bat could desire.  
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The location for our Bat Hilton was 

in the woods at the end of the 

garden, which is at the bottom of a 

very steep hill. The team who arrived 

to erect the bat loft were at first 

dismayed by the steepness of the 

slope. Then they developed a canny 

way to get the materials down the 

slope – they just slid them down the 

hill. The team took about a week to 

erect the full structure. During this 

time, I noticed laundry drying and 

evidence of camp fire barbeques. At 

one point I did wonder if they had 

moved into the bat loft themselves!  

. 

Having seen the finished structure, I 

can see why it was so expensive. 

There are entrances at both gable 

ends as well as slightly bowed 

boards mid-way down the roof 

section to make further entrances. 

Inside there are tailor made gaps for 

teeny bats to roost in. There is also 

felt for them to grip onto and move 

around on. Also, the team who built 

it were not local and had to find 

accommodation during the bat loft 

build, so that added to the cost. 

 

When I popped my head 

into the bat loft while the 

bungalow was being 

demolished (with the bat 

worker who was onsite as 

the roof was removed in 

case any bats were found) 

the bat loft was stuffed 

full of moths but no bats. I 

imagined the moths 

would be a readymade 

buffet for bats. 

 

Our well-equipped bat Hilton was 

completed in July 2015. I returned 

with Bob in February 2016 to check 

out the structure. No bats yet.  

 

We are planning to monitor this year 

to see the extent to which such a 

structure does what it is supposed to. 

We’ve been discussing what to 

monitor with Bob. I’ve got some 

infra-red cameras with motion 

triggers which should be interesting, 

and Bob has suggested recording and 

downloading the bat calls and 

measuring the inside and outside 

temperature.  

 

Would I build a bat loft again? 

Absolutely! I wouldn’t have 

necessarily chosen to spend all that 

money, but if it had to be spent, then 

I’m delighted to have spent it on a 

bat loft. I look forward to sitting with 

a G&T of a summer’s evening 

watching for bats. It looks for all the 

world like a little folly at the bottom 

of the garden, and is certainly a good 

talking point.  

 

 

  
Gill Clough  

 
Once the bats have moved in, Gill 

has offered to let us go and watch 

them emerge- but you will have to 

bring your own G and T 

 

 


